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Taken during Gathering for Rehearsing Hospitalities autumn 2022, 
these live notations mapped conversations and presentations 
unfolding across the four days in real time. They act as visual 
records of the programme holding documentation, questions, 
references, and links for audiences to access.

Gathering for Rehearsing Hospitalities – co-organised with Theatre 
Academy of the Uniarts Helsinki, produced in collaboration with 
Pixelache Helsinki and Ormston House and partly funded by EU – 
was a four-day gathering from 5 to 8 October in Helsinki, Finland 
and online. The event brought together local and international 
contemporary arts audiences for interaction and dialogue. 
This year’s gathering focused on practices that deal with the 
redistribution of power, wealth, and resources within the art field 
and society at large.

The event is part of Rehearsing Hospitalities, Frame Contemporary 
Art Finland’s public programme for 2019 to 2023. The programme 
connects artists, curators and other practitioners in the field of 
contemporary art, and beyond, to build up and mediate new 
practices, understandings and engagements with hospitalities.

The visuals can be shared openly using the credit line:  
Live notations by Yvonne Billimore for Frame 
Contemporary Art Finland’s Gathering for Rehearsing 
Hospitalities autumn 2022.



In their conversation, Alessandra Saviotti and Gemma Medina Estupiñan introduce 
the evolution of the Asociación de Arte Útil, its archive, and the selection of case 
studies. They present examples focused on the redistribution of power, resources, and 
knowledge within and outside the artistic institutional sphere. 

The Arte Útil archive and the Asociación have challenged artistic and institutional 
paradigms and their contradictions. Starting from collective effort as an imperative to 
expand the discussion and research around the possibilities of art as a tool to affect 
change in daily life, the archive–this selection of projects in particular–questions 
the conventional models (structural and organisational) that regulate our existence. 
They activate and foster other forms of survival, communal ways of organisation, and 
collaboration between artists and other professionals. In this way, such projects allow 
for decentralisation of economy and knowledge.

In the presentation, Medina and Saviotti focus on the notion of interdependence and 
the porosity of Arte Útil’s case studies, highlighting other ways of approaching the 
practice of art, both inside and outside the art world.

THE ARTE ÚTIL  ARCHIVE,  INSTALL ATION VIE W, … AND OTHER SUCH 
STORIES,  CHIC AGO ARCHITEC TURE BIENNIAL ,  2019.  COURTESY 
THE ASOCIACIÓN DE ARTE ÚTIL .  PHOTO BY TOM HARRIS .

ARTE ÚTIL ARCHIVE

Alessandra Saviotti
Gemma Medina Estupiñan
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Alessandra Saviotti and Gemma Medina Estupiñan
Arte Útil Archive

art as a tool for transformation

bringing different questions:

What is the role of art in 
society?

to write different LINES in 
this history

challending converntional 
concepts of art and 
usefulness

COMPLEXITIES OF PRACTICEArchive  should not exist under one roof: https://www.arte- util.org/projects/
                  open up research
expand collaberations
                go becoynd limitations of "exhibition"
meet different audiences and collaborators on a basis of interdependence

Structure decentralised

decentralisation: where to locate?

activating the archive 
through publication

form to communicate

redistributing as a VERB

LOTTERY of institutions

documenting ones own stories

expand the 
usership of the 
archive

OPEN INVITATION TO 
CONTRIBUTE

INTERVIEWS 
with users, 
communities, 
depositors

redistrubutes 
funding

useable art- for 
who and how?

move towards 
the usership as 
an act of 
redistrbution

what does it mean 
to put art into 
usership?

art as a tool 
rather than art 
as useful(ness)

use
misuse

whats the
use

https://www.arte- util.org/cms/wp- 
content/uploads/2015/03/Toward- a- lexicon- 
of- usership.pdf

GEMMA MEDINA ESTUPIÑAN     ALESSANDRA SAVIOTTI1.   Arte Útil Archive 5  OCTOBER  2022Live notations by Yvonne Billimore



Massimiliano  
Mollona

Minna Tarkka

Raija Koli

Farid Rakun 
(ruangrupa)

Paul O’Neill

Xenia  
Kalpaktsoglou

Pilvi Kalhama

Dahlia El Broul

A C YBER-ECO -FEMINIST  GOAT PATH:  TOWARDS WEST 
AT TIC A MY HOME TOWN, 2022:  (CUR ATED BY PEGY Z ALI 
& XENIA K ALPAK TSOGLOU) FOR WASTE-D PAVIL ION 
E XHIBIT ION (EPISODE 1),  CUR ATED BY PAT.  INSTALL ATION 
VIE W @ STATE OF CONCEP T,  ATHENS.

Station of Commons: 
Grégoire Rousseau
Minerva Juolahti 
Eddie Choo Wen Yi

Since the 2008 economic crash in the Western world, the culture 
and arts scene has been impacted by measures of economic 
austerity in public funding and an increase in market-driven 
support structures for public and cultural institutions. Arts, creativity 
and culture are often supported by grass-roots volunteer-based 
initiatives and NGOs, or institutions that are either supported by 
private capital or are entirely driven by it. Working in the arts and 
exploring its sociopolitical potential mainly involves working within 
extreme scarcity of economic support or within the constraints set 
by wealthy foundations or individuals. At the same time, this is 
not a new situation outside the Western structures of welfare state 
funding. In many locations in the Global South, artistic initiatives 
have survived by developing collective forms of common survival 
and cultural expression which are not dependent on the support of 
nation-states, markets or private wealth.    

There is increasing interest in other models of economic 
management, community building and daily life that can offer 
sustainable futures for cultural expression and everyday survival 
within the artistic field. The session Promises of Decentralisation and 
Collectivity zooms into two recent contexts where the contemporary 
art scene has brought forth notions and ideas of commons and self-
initiated collectivity. 

In the aftermath of the 2008 economic crash, Greek society and 
its cultural scene have seen initiatives and collectives like Athens 
biennale 2015 – 2017: “OMONOIA” and the Laboratory for the 
Urban Commons (Neo Cosmos), which have expanded cultural, 

political and economic agency and community on the streets and 
neighbourhoods of Athens. The first part of the session includes 
a presentation from curator Xenia Kalpaktsoglou and writer, 
filmmaker, and anthropologist Massimiliano Mollona, the key 
forces behind the Laboratory for the Urban Commons and Athens 
biennale 2015–2017: “OMONOIA”. Mollona also reflects upon 
his recently published book Art/Commons: Anthropology beyond 
Capitalism. 

Since 2019, the collective ruangrupa, as the curators of documenta 
fifteen, has invited other collectives to engage with common 
lumbung practices that facilitate collective resource management. 
One of their collaborators, Station of Commons, has facilitated 
lumbung radio, a broadcasting programme with collectives 
participating in documenta fifteen. In the session, Farid Rakun from 
ruangrupa and Grégoire Rousseau, Minerva Juolahti & Eddie Choo 
Wen Yi from Station of Commons reflects upon their experiences 
from working at documenta fifteen.  

In the second part of the session, Helsinki-based curators and art 
workers discuss possibilities of decentralisation and commoning in 
the context of their organisations and reflect upon ideas presented 
in the first part of the session. The participants include Director 
of m-cult Minna Tarkka, Artistic director of Publics Paul O’Neill, 
Museum Director of EMMA – Espoo Museum of Modern Art Pilvi 
Kalhama, Director of Frame Contemporary Art Finland Raija Koli 
and Chairperson of the Board of Catalysti Dahlia El Broul.

PROMISE OF DECENTRALISATION 
AND COLLECTIVITY
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 PROMISE OF DECENTALISATION AND 
COLLECTIVITY

Xenia Kalpaktsoglou

Farid Rakun (ruangrupa)

Massimiliano Mollona

Dahlia El Broul

Pilvi Kalhama

Raija Koli

Paul O’Neill

Minna Tarkka

Station of Commons
(Grégoire Rousseau, Minerva Juolahti
& Eddie Choo Wen Yi)

Private / public 
funding

other models of economic management, community building and daily life

collective resource management

MOVEMENT

working in 
parallel

2004

2008

subjective and personal response

Small attempts of gatherings

2015

liaising with urban movements
occupy

assembly

consolidation of 
movements

moment of alliances

Turn Urban Commons and 
Athens biennale
2015–2017: “OMONOIA”  
into solidarity space

 commons but talking about 
different things

Theories of commoning, collectivity 
doesn't come easy

limitations of public 
programming

irregular 
programming vital

website turned into 
gdoc
---------- Open access, 
sharing resources, 
files, references, 
books

Working with trust, emotion, language

Everything links to one another

theorise the commons from the 
perspectives of contemporary art history 
and anthropology, focusing on the ongoing 
tensions between art and  capitalism

3 moments of 
development of the 
commons in art

1970 - control of state / market
Enclosure

1990s - liberate the commons from within - 
confronting the economies of the art world

2018- legal forms of commons, artist got 
involved in post- occupy movements

Focus on commons as resources rather 
than relations - actions - interdependency

change logic of classical biennale - 
map groups

Cooperativism - led by artists 
linked: Artist- led and self 
organised groups
Hacking movement: crypto 
currency
Occupy space

Learn techniques of commoning
Eg. from co- housing movement

Perceived as a biennale without art

Trajectory from previous talk
But without emphasising a reflection on what happened during Documenta 15
offering: responses, visions  Lumbung practices

As a process put artists 
into assemblies

Diversity of groups working 
with commons and 
collectivity

***Lumbung Currency
***Lumbung Film
***Lumbung Gallery
***Lumbung Indonesia
***Lumbung Kios
***Lumbung Land
***Lumbung Radio
***Lumbung space
***Lumbung members
***Lumbung press
***Lumbung publishers

Connect with Kate Rich - feral 
trade
https://feraltrade.org/cgi- 
bin/courier/courier.pl

Clash of different operating systems (documenta 
and ruangrupa) point of the work

Building affinities 
building trust
building community 
that will exist beyond

value in collectivising 
before- during- after

Commoning in the making

2021 collaborations and 
discussions emerged

{what is lumbung? what is lumbung radio?}

What can be this sonic common space 

decentalise

 Kassel not the centre

PROCESS
+No burnout
+We do our best and it is 
already enough
+Mistakes can/will happen

https://fugitive- radio.net/

 fugitive-radio.net

fugitive radio
Radio Santos Dumont launched on
Saturday 17 September 2022. Andrew
O'Conner installed FM transmitters
located at three different stations along
the internal roadway, including in
Tarcisio's bar and Liduina's fruit and
vegetable shop. These are broadcast…

Lumbung love stories

https://www.instagr
am.com/lumbung.l
ove/

assembly for the future of Radio
Infrastructure
Archiving
Curatorial
Decentralised coordination 
work

Catalysti:
fragile institution
Reflect on way of working that centres arts freedom of expression
Ephasis on : Who hasn't had a chance to show what they do - without centring the boards taste, 
politics etc

m- cult:
more assemblies
scale - mirco institutions, how do we scale up and do we need to?
networks
love

Publics:
Create spaces of exchange through listening sessions
Lack of critical spaces
Lack of physical spaces [infrastructures} >>> Parahosting >>> sharing space, 
resources as a practice of decentralisation

EMMA:
Representation of different voices: How to be a democratic institutions - programme
Decentre museum as all knowing authority
Structure of museum - everything EMMA does is in collaboration / co- creation
Not to be author of all the narratives

Frame:
Hosting, funding, lobbying
Imbalance of funding in Finland, unequally distributed across institutions - trickles down to artists
many grassroots, cooperatives not efficiently supported
Public funding - accountability - control

control and ownership

[zoom dropped out]

“We managed to buy the 
machines” - who enabled this, 
questions of capital?

ruangrupa’s collaborators (ruangrupa not a direct beneficiary) 
- acquired as considered a “work”
    If acquired by eg. museum - usership must be renegotiated

Questions of State

Public
Private
State

Can not discuss state as abstract, must be discussed in specific context
Some States not “democratic States”

State is a machine that is not working and needs to be changed

State recognises commons: Commons don’t exist without capitalism - enclose of land/ 
“resources”/ epistemologies and.. and.. and...

WHERE IS THE FUNDING COMING FROM - CONNECTION BETWEEN FUNDING 
AND POSSIBILITIES/ LIMITATIONS

Small scale institutions/ grassroots 
surviving on minimal funding
But the question arises of how might we 
operate without funding?What happens 
if?when there is no funding?
Could there be concrete devotion from less 
precarious institutions - offering resources 
and spaces, in- kind support: eg supporting 
the treasurer

Live notations by Yvonne Billimore

GRÉGOIRE ROUSSEAU     MINERVA JUOLAHTI      EDDIE CHOO WEN YI     MASSIMILIANO MOLLONA     MINNA TARKKA     
RAIJA KOLI     FARID RAKUN     PAUL O’NEILL     XENIA KALPAKTSOGLOU     PILVI KALHAMA     DAHLIA EL BROUL 6  OCTOBER  20221.   Promise Of Decentralisation and CollectivityLive notations by Yvonne Billimore



EL  RE ID -BUCKLE Y,  TEND TO BLOOM  2022,  COLL AGE FOR 
BOXING DAY  RE ADING -PERFORM ANCE BY WILLIA M KEOHANE .

Mary Conlon

El Reid-Buckley

William Keohane

Steve Maher

Eoin O’Dowd

Vishnu Vardhani Rajan

Isa Hukka

After 10 years, two former colleagues deeply involved 
with artist-led organising – Mary Conlon (Ormston 
House, Limerick) and Steve Maher (Pixelache, Helsinki) 
– reconnect for Gathering for Rehearsing Hospitalities. 
For the preparation of the session, they talk about agency 
and holding space, the redistribution of resources and 
responsibility, converging ideas and diverging priorities in 
the context of finding modes of redistribution that stretch 
beyond hospitality.

For the gathering, Steve Maher and Mary Conlon 
programmed a public-interfacing event in three parts:

In the first part, Mary Conlon and El Reid-Buckley hosts a 
roundtable on trans positionalities within institutions. This 
roundtable seeks to underscore the structural and material 
barriers to finding joy and community while steering 
through issues of tokenism, assimilation, and normativities. 
It hopes to signal pathways towards coalition, liberation, 
and personal interpretations of happiness.

In the second part, William Keohane reads Boxing Day, a 
52-poem sequence, one poem for each week of the year. 
Each offers a fragmentary glimpse into the experience of 
gender transition. Taken together, the 52 poems present a 
narrative account of a year of change, apprehension, and 
grief. This event questions the relationship between reader 
and audience, the agency of autobiographical writing, 
and the interpersonal scrutiny when existing in the world 
as a trans person.

In the third part, Eoin O’Dowd and Steve Maher share a 
collaborative dialogical project The Trouble with Doing 
a Lot with Very Little utilising the structure of an Irish 
Traditional Session (Sesh) as an experimental tool to 
discuss redistribution through the oral histories of cultural 
practice and production, exploring the possibilities for 
alternative models openly within the free flow of anecdote, 
critique, folk music, storytelling and song.

PIXELACHE X
ORMSTON HOUSE
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PIXELACHE X ORMSTON HOUSE

Mary Conlon

 El Reid- Buckley

William Keohane

Steve Maher

Eoin O’Dowd

Vishnu Vardhani Rajan 

Isa Hukka

Live notations by Yvonne Billimore

Order of multiplication doesn't matter much

Feminist supermarket project:
If you haven't visited us yet, your 
robbing your husband

Wow can we are queer crip bodies even work within 
these stuctures of productivity?

 We need to be in the 
processes of creating 
the structures we need

Convivial 
Complaint Cell
https://pages.fa
cebook.com/pix
elache/photos/a
.150238095036
716/422690776
7369708/? 
type=3&source=
48
Complaint 
making

Conflict 
positivity spaces

Non 
performative 
performance

Pleasure 
activism

community making 
projects

Breda Lynch, Blue Dyke 
(2021)
https://ormstonhouse.c
om/programme/blue- 
dyke/

Academic institutions need to 
stop lying to people: if you 
just work hard enough you 
will get a job.

How can we support 
artists better?

“An access rider is written by an individual, and can be 
shared when one is invited to take part in a project or any 
working relationship. It can work as a starting point for a 
conversation between the inviter and invitee about the 
accessibility of a certain situation.”— Bullivant and 
Lindholm

How honest 
would you be if 
this was going 
to be an 
intimate 
relationship?

To decentralise 
power assumes 
there is a central 
power

Institutional 
jargon: 
disorientating
Transparency 
around the 
power they hold, 
resources they 
have = honesty

https://frame- finland.fi/en/resources/access- riders/

https://poimuspa
ce.wordpress.co
m/

REFERENCES

Access/ accessibility needs 
to be there from the start not 
an afterthought

https://adrienne
mareebrown.net
/

https://www.instagram.com/t
aivaanisa/

https://www.instagram.com/v
ishrajan/

https://www.williamkeohane.
com/

How to find/ follow

Feminsit Culture 
House meeting 
with Kid Kokko 
and Orlan 
Ohtonen:

quote  ??? can 
you send

Basics: pay your employees fairly

Eutopic pessimism - “hope is a 
discipline- we are here despite 
everything” (ref missing due 
to sound issues - if possible 
please share)

There is no single 
perspective - danger of 
single story 

https://ormstonhouse.com/programm
e/feminist- supermarket/
Mary Conlon and Niamh Brown

Tend to Bloom (2022) collage 
by El Reid- Buckley for Boxing 
Day by William Keohane

TLC
https://twitter.c
om/translimeric
k

William Keohane reading Boxing Day: a 52- poem sequence
one poem for each week of the year.
....A collage of truth and fiction... 

The Trouble with Doing a Lot with Very Little

Folk band doesn't have a top down structure

but might grow into one

Collectives and groups tend to fall 
into imitating business ontology 
models

perceptions of class

quick return to "normality" - society unable to challenge 
normality... gives impression that “things have always 
been this way”

when we get lost- we sing a song

Cosmic luck
anglocentric concept of luck as spent
Epistemological luck, luck as probability
Ethical or moral love - pessimism and optimismIs luck a 

commodity?
shall we do another 
song... lets do a jig

A Crip Artist’s Perspective: Possibilities of the Abled Illusion
https://feministculturehouse.org/publishing/commissions/isa
- hukka/

Folk music growing with time - its living

rampa associations: an international 
group of chronically sick artists
https://www.balticcircle.fi/programm
e/rampa- associations

MARY CONLON     EL REID-BUCKLEY     WILLIAM KEOHANE     STEVE MAHER     EOIN O’DOWD     VISHNU VARDHANI RA JAN     ISA HUKKA3.   Pixelache X Ormston House 6  OCTOBER  2022Live notations by Yvonne Billimore



Prison Outside / 
Free Translation  
(Anastasia Artemeva  
& Arlene Tucker)

Birgit Ærenlund Bundesen  
& Anna Rieder

Anissa R. Lewis Eva Koťátková

Penal and care Institutions control and reproduce human life 
throughout its growth, from its birth to the ageing body-mind. 
Schools, hospitals and prisons are ubiquitous institutions, they 
directly or indirectly affect a large number of individuals all over 
the world. Through institutional control and care, individuals and 
communities learn to recognise behaviour that is not approved and 
that is considered productive. 

However, these institutions are also a part of racist, patriarchal 
and capitalist structures that ban care–as well as direct control–
for certain individuals and communities in order to regulate their 
possibilities to live off common wealth and prosperity. The power 
of penal, care and educational institutions lies in the reproduction 
of certain kinds of normalised body-mind and economic orders 
that benefit the ruling elite. De-powering institutions means to act 
and live through practices that repair and replace the effects of 
institutional control and hierarchies within the institution and beyond 
that. 

Institutions Depowered: Schools, Hospitals and Prisons presents 
artistic practices situated within and outside of penal, education 
and care institutions. The conversation brings together artists, 
researchers, a psychiatrist and a poet to unpack their practices and 
collectively explore potential de-powering tactics. 

Anissa R. Lewis’ practice departs from arts-based women 
empowerment classes for a Philadelphia County prison’s drug and 
alcohol abuse unit. She opens up about how these experiences 
have helped her work to address matters of identity, civic 
engagement, and neighbourhood relationships in her home town 
Covington, KY. 

Artists Anastasia Artemeva and Arlene Tucker have collaborated 
in the context of the Prison Outside / Free Translation project 
showcasing international works by currently and formerly 
incarcerated people as well as anyone affected by imprisonment. 
They aim to promote self-expression, solidarity and communication 
between people of all walks of life. 

Psychiatrist Birgit Ærenlund Bundesen & poet Anna Rieder use 
poetry to engage clinicians and artists in a constructive dialogue. 
They present poems from the collection March, March again that 
will be published by the Danish publishing House Gyldendal in the 
spring of 2023. 

Artist Eva Koťátková presents Futuropolis: School of Emancipation 
which aims to renew the possibilities of education as societal power 
for the future by bringing together educators, artists and activists to 
renew the curriculum. 

INSTITUTIONS DEPOWERED: 
SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS AND PRISONS

SALVADOR SANI ,  SIDESHOW BOB X SALVADOR–A 
TR ANSL ATION OF GAIA DEL  NEGRO’S 
TR ANSL ATION OF TOM ÁS’ “SUGAR SUBSTITUTE”, 
2022.  COURTESY OF ARTISTS ANASTASIA 
ARTEME VA & ARLENE TUCKER .
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Institutions Depowered: Schools, 
Hospitals and Prisons

Birgit Ærenlund Bundesen &

Anna Rieder

Prison Outside / Free Translation

 Anastasia Artemeva & Arlene Tucker

Anissa R. Lewis

Eva Koťátková

Productivity
 ---------- Care regulation }}}}reproduction of body- minds & 
economies that benefit elite

2015 >>>> ppl 
affected by 
incarceration - 
tackling 
narratives 
associated w/ 
fear, judgement 
ect. 2017>>>> 
expanded 
outside FI > 
Russian 
institutions & 
Universities

Personal connection > reach in and out
Collaboration within artistic collaboration

Prison as an 
institution diff in 
diff countries

Work w/ individuals affected by 
incarnation rather than w/ prisons

REFERENCES 

Questions of WHO is affected by incarceration 
- inside & outside

TRANSLATION AS DIALOGUE

Learn through 
doing>>>> constant 
state of translation
Touch > sound> 
image> picture

Can translate into any 
form  form

Image: Free Translation Salvador Sani

Cant send images - no access to www. _ Could 
only hear what the drawing looked like, or have 
the translation described.

Coding and decoding 
- stories that come 
from this decoding 
are extremely 
important 

APPROACH NOT ONE OF AN INSTITUTION:
“We are artists and we are inviting you to share your 
art with us”

direct & indirect

(RHC3)

COMMUNITY EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES

Collaboration with PASCEP and Counselor, Philadelphia 
County Corrections Drug and Alcohol Abuse Unit for arts- 
based women empowerment workshops

social worker enabled opportunity to work with women- 
presumably alongside other services

similar situation

Team taught to offer theatre, 
writing and visual arts

Self portraits and 
symbols
Quilting
Journal writing
Poetry

Socially cooperative work - when artists engage in 
community participatory work > driven by social justice > 
what are the ways that we are approaching this work?
System to be changed? in a way that best serves us all
If I am not thriving at my best, you are not stive at your 
best

/ OR
No- one can thrive in this system
Couter institutions

>Who is welcome - who is not welcome

Signage starting point to reclaim re- envision re- embrace our spaces

Artist skills beyond materiality - ethics , reciprocity , collaboration
Not about coopting but how can work be an invitation to develop something together

Doing a lot with nothing

Tender conversation about structural needs

Interventions with artist, writorsm, filmmakers
Not art therapy art for art's sake

Correspondence of poems

Q: interest in use text / language

A: Assessment very important - person centred interventions

Collaboration very important when working with mental health 
institutions- coming from the outside is difficult, need to develop 
trust  - issue of participation is central> people have agency> - 
institutions very hierarchical and critical of

Role of play crucial but has to be approached safely

How to create spaces for true 
participation?

Institute of anxiety
Public hearing - what are the limits and possibilities 
within current system

                                Daydreaming

How to create education systems for 
the future?

Methods
>>>>>>>>>Futures thinking
>>>>>>>Critical pedagogy
Systems thinking - interdependency

Problems cyclical nature
Power cental theme-
who is the setting for?
who is affected by the problem?
Where am I in this problem?
Where am I in this network?
What is my power?
How can I affect it though 
understanding my positionality?

Visions of another world
Parallel future
Plural futures

How to work with emotions and senses in 
the process of education?
Schools - promote 5 SENSES

Why are our senses being switched off/ 
limited and how are emotions being 
controlled?

School(S) of imagination

from: CARCERAL CAPITALISM 
by Jackie Wang

DOING TIME: ESSAYS ON USING PEOPLE
by Kristian Vistrup Madsen

BRICK BY BRICK: HOW WE BUILD A 
WORLD WITHOUT PRISONS by Cradle 
Community
https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=XRb9hg1j4bc

Lyrics that affirming as a disruption of translation of whats 
being imposed on our “spaces”

PRISONERS' INVENTIONS 
by Angelo and Temporary 
Services
https://temporaryservices.org
/served/projects- by- 
name/prisoners- 
inventions/the- book/

Art has a 
language and 
grammar teche

Dialogues on language(S)  >>> forms and formations>>> and translation
...................Differentiation between institutions and people (((bodies))) > porus 

Linguistic categories - discourses around language vital to disrupt 

staying with untranslatability 

Finding ways of interacting that DO serve us when we find that institutions arent doing 
this

                    Creating a better chapter for ourselves 

we can meet in more equal terms in poetry

Live notations by Yvonne Billimore

BIRGIT ÆRENLUND BUNDESEN & ANNA RIEDER     PRISON OUTSIDE / FREE TRANSLATION (ANASTASIA ARTEMEVA & ARLENE TUCKER)     ANISSA R. LEWIS    EVA KOŤÁTKOVÁ4.   Institutions Depowered: 
      Schools, Hospitals and Prisons

7  OCTOBER  2022Live notations by Yvonne Billimore



Marwa Arsanios Sigrid Holmwood Ida Enegren

The Quarry and the Peasant includes a screening of Marwa 
Arsanios’ film Who is Afraid of Ideology? Part 4 Reverse Shot 
and a presentation by artist Sigrid Holmwood. It presents two 
artistic positions, one that connects questions about commons 
to those about land and labour, and another that bridges the 
displacement of peasants with the colonial history of pigments. The 
session puts forth artistic practice and research as ways to open 
up the interlinked matters concerning how contemporary forms 
of capitalist economic governing dismiss historical alternatives 
for economies and agencies which were based on solidarity, 
communing and sharing. The practices and research of Arsainos 
and Holmwood make visible how economic and colonial extraction 
treats materials and labour that are connected to land and food 
production. Through their practices, they seek new forms of agency, 
representation and communities for better futures. 

Marva Arsanios’ film Who is Afraid of Ideology? Part 4 Reverse 
Shot is set in a quarry in the mountains of northern Lebanon. It 
is only the beginning of a much longer effort that aims to set the 
groundwork for a different future. Arsanios’ main goals in this 
endeavour are to communalise a section of the private quarry in 
the mountains with the help of an agricultural cooperative, to work 
on solutions for bettering the soil quality, and to make the local 
community part of the process.

Sigrid Holmwood’s practice expands painting by addressing 
its materiality and circulation through the relationship between 
painting and the figure of the peasant. She challenges and 
provincialises the Western European bourgeois concept of 
painting and its material backgrounds by highlighting the figure 
of the peasant and the conflict it has with current modernising 
projects around the world. Holmwood develops a conception of 
the peasant-painting – rather than being a passive figure serving 
to construct the bourgeois modern subject, the peasant becomes a 
point-of-view: the peasant paints. 

THE QUARRY AND 
THE PEASANT

SIGRID HOLMWOOD, C ANNIBAL AND WITCH E AT THE 
RICH ,  2021.  PHOTO BY LENA BERGENDAHL
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artistic practice and research as ways to open up the interlinked matters concerning how contemporary forms of 
capitalist economic governing dismiss historical alternatives for economies and agencies which were based on 
solidarity, communing and sharing.

Who is Afraid of Ideology? Part 4 Reverse Shot

Social formations in 
geological forms - 
sentiments

in another place 
will appear an 
organic 
matter.......
a thinking 
organic matter

Ownership and Privatisation requires radical (re)thinking or (re)turning >>>>>

A property inside a property
An image inside an image

longer legal process,
>>>>>> rehabilitation and legalisation

“main goals in this endeavour are to communalise a section of the private quarry in the 
mountains with the help of an agricultural cooperative, to work on solutions for bettering the soil 
quality, and to make the local community part of the process.”
Knowledge production exchange with women in lebanon
                Gorilla women- reading group
- developed strong relationship - solidified through meeting for a convention for women farmers 
in warsaw
Exchanging ecological- feminist paradimes in practices, lifes landscapes
Autonomous experiments

Previous parts of “Who’s Afraid of 
Ideology” - set in seperatist 
women communities- questions of 
patriarchy more obvious 
>>>question of land becomes 
essential to confronting patriarchy

>>>In this edition patriarchy deal 
with in a different way - when 
asked families who would like to 
work on the land - confronted with 
reality - the women were too busy 
-  - have to think about what they 
want and need ... different 
confrontation with who is making 
decisions

Holmwood develops a conception of the peasant- 
painting – rather than being a passive figure serving to 
construct the bourgeois modern subject, the peasant 
becomes a point- of- view: the peasant paints.

Depictions of peasants
obscure land reforms - naturalises 
unequal social relations
             Nature///Culture///social binary
Depictions of self - very contained - not 
leaky and vomiting and shitting

Story of fertility - human and 
more- than- human
Hidden in christian imagery 
is a lot of peasant world 
views

Brazil wood - gave "Brazil" its name
Maddar plant dye - Abortion medicine > 
hense accociation with witches

Xxxx Invasive plant in 
Malmo

European concept of commons used also to colonise where 
concepts of land as owned or enclosed was not practised

Silvia Federici: 
links primitive 
accumulation of 
land to primitive 
accumulation/
power over 
women's bodies, 
reproductive 
systems and 
knowledge 
linked to plants 
and medicine

REHEARSING Hospitalities

Re- enactment -
>>>>>>Rehearse

rehearsal of the 
peasant

Colonial histories of plant dyes

+

Live notations by Yvonne Billimore

1. I thought about starting with the word peasant. Why do you choose to use the word peasant  instead of e.g. farmer 
and what kind of meaning does it have for you?  
-> The word ‘peasant’ has become political, as it is positively evoked by movements such as La  Via Campesina and 
La Confederation Paysanne as a way to indicate their opposition to global  agribusiness and capitalism.

2. You now have the peasant costume on and re- enactment or performance is 
an important  part of your artistic practise. Would you like to open up from 
where this re- enactment and  performance practice sprung and what it allows 
you to do as an artist? And perhaps also about  this particular costume you are 
wearing today?

3. When talking about the re- enactment and the performances you have been 
interested in the notion of Amerindian perspectivalism. What is your 
understanding of perspectivalism and what role does it have in your re- 
enactment?

4. Through your research about 
the bonadsmålningar, paintings 
made by peasants for peasants, 
you show that these paintings 
were a response to the 
modernising forces around  them 
and especially with a series of 
land reforms taking place 
simultaneously. In what way were 
the paintings a response to these 
changes and perhaps could you 
also tell us more about what you 
know about these land reforms 
and how they impacted the 
peasants in the regions you have 
looked into?

5. You have talked about how the 
rasp- and spinnhuises embodied  
Europe’s inward coloniality, would 
you like to talk a bit about your 
understanding of the inward 
coloniality and  its relation to the 
outward coloniality? (outward 
coloniality through brazilwood as a 
colonial  commodity.)

6. You are proposing an 
alliance between cannibals 
and witches (European 
peasants and Mesoamerican 
amerindians). What kind of 
alliance could it be and what 
could this alliance  possibly 
do or enable? (What if 
alliances had been formed 
between European peasants 
and  Mesoamerican 
Amerindians? What if there 
had been exchanges of 
knowledges instead of  
extraction of natural 
resources? What if Swedish 
Peasant Painters had made 
Mayan blue from woad? How 
might that expand ‘our’ 
painting now?

7. What is your relation to 
contemporary peasants and 
peasant struggles?

8. So when we 
discussed earlier I 
suggested that the 
Peasant Painting is 
also provincializing  
industrial agriculture, 
what would your 
response be to this 
today?
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